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Abstract

We study auctions in which bidders may know the types of some rival bidders but not other
asymmetry in bidders’ knowledge about rivals’ types has different effects on the two standard a
formats. In a second-price auction, it is weakly dominant to bid one’s valuation, so the know
of rivals’ types has no effect, and the good is allocated efficiently. In a first-price auction, bi
refine their bidding strategies based on their knowledge of rivals’ types, which yields an inef
allocation. We show that the inefficient allocation in the first-price auction translates into a
revenue performance. Given a standard regularity condition, the seller earns higher expected
from the second-price auction than from the first-price auction, whereas the bidders are be
from the latter.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

JEL classification: C70; D44; D82

1. Introduction

Much of the existing auction literature assumes that bidders possess sym
knowledge regarding rival bidders’ types. For instance, the standard independent
values (IPV) models assume that bidders are ignorant of the rival bidders’ types, kn
only their distributions (e.g., Riley and Samuelson (1981) and Myerson (1981)).
Bertrand model, bidders are assumed to know the realized types of all opponen
models with affiliation allow bidders to refine their assessment of the rival bidders’
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based on their signals, but treatment of a given bidder’s knowledge about other bid
often symmetric (see Milgrom and Weber (1982)).

In practice, bidders’ knowledge about their rivals is unlikely to be symmetric. Bid
tend to know more about some rival bidders than others. For instance, in a procu
auction contested by domestic firms and foreign firms, domestic firms are likely to
more about the technical capabilities of their domestic rivals than those of foreign
In auctions for government assets, such as mineral, timber harvesting, and spectrum
bidders often consist of incumbent firms with a long history of operation in the ind
and relative newcomers in the area. It is then presumably easier for a bidder to es
the preferences and technological abilities of the old firms than those of the new
A similar distinction may exist with respect to the institutional buyers and noninstitut
buyers in art auctions as well as treasury auctions.

We develop a model that accommodates such asymmetry in the bidders’ know
of their rivals’ types. Specifically, our model considers, in a symmetric IPV set
an arbitrary partition of bidders into “knowledge groups” such that bidders know
valuations of their rivals within the same group, while they know only the distribu
of types for bidders outside the group. This model offers a simple way of descr
the aforementioned asymmetry in a bidder’s knowledge of his rivals. Aside from
dichotomous nature of a bidder’s information about his rivals, our model is gen
In particular, our model allows for an arbitrary partition structure, which includes
two standard assumptions—full information and no information about other bidder
special cases.

We study how the asymmetric knowledge of a bidder’s rivals affects the performan
standard auctions. While the weak dominance argument continues to work for the s
price auction (which is equivalent to an ascending-bid auction in the IPV setting
standard equilibrium analysis for a first-price auction does not follow, due to two fea
of our model:

(1) an equilibrium bidding strategy depends not just on one’s own valuation but al
those of his group members; and

(2) given the arbitrary partition structure, the auction becomes generally asymmetric
the group sizes may be different.

Second, we compare first- and second-price (or equivalently, ascending-bid) au
in terms of allocative efficiency and expected revenue. We find that the second
auction dominates the first-price auction on both accounts. The efficiency domi
of the second-price auction can be explained as follows. In a second-price a
(or equivalently ascending bid auction), it is a weakly dominant strategy to bid
own valuation, regardless of the knowledge partition. Hence, absent a reserve pri
second-price auction allocates the good efficiently. By contrast, an equilibrium bi
strategy in a first-price auction depends on a bidder’s knowledge of his rivals’ valua
since the latter affects the degree to which a given bidder shades his bid. Sin
realized types of rival bidders vary across groups, a bidder with the same valuati
facing different valuations of the within-group rivals will bid differently, which results
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inefficient allocation of the good, even when the valuations of the goods are symmet
distributed.

Given the inefficient allocation arising from first-price auctions, the revenue equiva
theorem would normally imply that a second-price auction revenue-dominates a
price auction. Our nonstandard informational assumption, however, makes the re
equivalence theorem less than immediate. Our main analysis consists in reestablish
step to show that the aforementioned revenue ranking holds in our model.

To our knowledge, the current paper is the first to study how bidders’ knowled
their rivals’ types—in particular, its asymmetry—affects auctions. A flavor of this fea
is present in an auction with interdependent valuations since a bidder’s signal co
information about other bidders’ valuations (see Milgrom and Weber (1982), Ma
(1992), Ausubel (1997), Esö and Maskin (2000), Dasgupta and Maskin (2000),
and Reny (2002), and Jehiel and Moldovanu (2001)). Despite the similarity, the
several important distinctions between this literature and the current paper. First, a b
signal affects her valuation as well as, and typically more than, her opponents’ valu
in the interdependent valuation models,1 so these models are inadequate to study
effects of bidders’ knowledge about their opponents’ valuations. Our model add
the latter issue more effectively by separating a bidder’s valuation and his inform
about rival bidders. Second, the extent to which a bidder’s signal impacts on o
valuations (hence, a bidder’s knowledge of his rivals) is symmetric in some of these m
(see Milgrom and Weber (1982) and Ausubel (1997), for instance), whereas asym
knowledge about the rivals’ types is the central focus of the current paper. Third,
interdependent valuation models assume one-dimensional signals,2 whereas in our mode
a bidder observes multidimensional signals, one for his valuation and others for
valuations. This distinction matters since a one-dimensional signal often leads
efficient allocation in a symmetric first-price auction (see Milgrom and Weber (19
whereas an inefficient allocation arises in our model with multidimensional sign3

Finally, these papers are primarily concerned about allocative efficiency, whereas we
both efficiency and revenue. The current paper’s focus on the private-value setting se
the issue of “knowledge of rivals’ types” as a distinct problem of its own, which is rele
in many auction environments, and also yields an unambiguous revenue compariso
standard auctions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we set up the m
Section 3 then characterize equilibria arising from the standard auctions and compa
in terms of allocative efficiency and revenue. Section 4 concludes.

1 This property is reflected in the single-crossing property assumed in these models (see, for example
(1992), Esö and Maskin (2000), Dasgupta and Maskin (2000), Perry and Reny (2002)).

2 Exceptions are Jehiel and Moldovanu (2001) and Esö and Maskin (2000), who allow for multidimen
signals.

3 See Jehiel and Moldovanu (2001) for the difficulty multidimensional signals pose for general mech
design. See also Jehiel et al. (1999) for a similar point made in a private value setting.
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2. Model

A seller has a single indivisible good to sell ton � 3 risk neutral bidders. Bidder
have independent private values. Specifically, bidderi ’s valuationvi is drawn from the
interval[0,1], following a common distribution functionF(·) whose density functionf (·)
is bounded away from zero.F is assumed to be common knowledge. LettingN denote the
set of all bidders, the profile of bidders’ valuations,v := (vi)i∈N ∈ V := [0,1]n, has the
joint densityfN (v) := ∏

i∈N f (vi).4

We depart from standard IPV models (represented by Myerson (1981) and Rile
Samuelson (1981)) by allowing some bidders to know about each other’s valuatio
express this idea formally, we impose a partition structureG on the setN , whereG is
the set of disjoint groups (or disjoint sets) with each group consisting of bidders w
realized valuations are common knowledge among themselves. That is, for each
G ∈ G, the profile of its members’ valuations,vG := (vi)i∈G, is common knowledge amon
those bidders. Note thatevery realization of vG is commonly known to bidders inG while
only thedistribution of vG is known to bidders in the other groups. A bidder is refer
to as agroup leader if he has the highest valuation in the group. For later use, we
vG\i := (vj )j∈G\i ∈ V G\i andv−G := (vj )j∈N\G ∈ V −G denote the profile of valuation
for groupG except for bidderi and the valuation profile for all bidders except for groupG,
respectively. The joint density for the vectorvG is denoted byfG(vG) := ∏

i∈G f (vi),
and the joint densities for the vectorvG\i and v−G are similarly denoted byfG\i and
f−G, respectively. Also, the partition structure is assumed to be common knowledg
exogenous (i.e., fixed prior to the realization ofv).

Throughout, we consider two standard auctions, first-price and second-price a
with zero reserve price.5 As is well known, in a second-price auction, all bidders
simultaneously, and the highest bidder wins the good and pays the highest losin
Given the IPV assumption, second-price auctions are equivalent to English auction
are broken arbitrarily. In a first-price auction, all bidders bid simultaneously, and
highest bidder wins and pays his bid. Unlike a second-price auction, a tie-breakin
is important in guaranteeing existence of an equilibrium in this format. For instance
standard Bertrand game played by two firms with heterogeneous costs, a Nash equ
exists only when the ties are broken in favor of the lower-cost firm. For the same re
we assume that

(1) a tie is broken in favor of a bidder with a higher valuation if there are multiple hig
bidders; and

4 Throughout the paper, bold face letters are used to denote vectors.
5 These auction formats are not optimal from the revenue perspective in our setting. The seller can g

higher revenue by employing some “message games” (in addition to auctions) to exploit the common kno
of types. We focus on the standard auctions for several reasons: First, these auctions are most freque
Second, as will be seen later, focusing on the two formats entails no loss if the goal of mechanism d
allocative efficiency. Third, analyzing these auction formats can yield general insights beyond the pa
information structure assumed here (while the cross-reporting mechanism appears to require the p
partition structure). The assumption of zero reserve price is made purely for simplicity, and all subsequen
extend in the natural way (i.e., with no change in the comparisons) if a binding reserve price is introduced
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(2) if there are multiple highest bidders with the same valuation, then the object is as
randomly with equal probability among those bidders.

While this tie-breaking rule is endogenous, it can be implemented by performin
auxiliary second-price auction with bidders who submitted the highest bid in first-
auction.6 In both games, we look for a Nash equilibrium in weakly undominated strate

Our model includes as special cases two extreme partition structures. In the on
every set in the partition is a singleton, so every bidder knows only his valuation. T
the standard assumption made in the auction literature. The other case has one gra
the partition, which means that bidders know all other bidders’ types. The resulting
is precisely the Bertrand game. As is well known, revenue equivalence holds for the
partition structures.

Proposition 0. If |G| = 1 for all G ∈ G or there is a G ∈ G such that |G| = n, then first-
price and second-price auctions allocate the good efficiently and are revenue equivalent.7

Proof. For the former case, the result follows from Myerson (1981) or Riley
Samuelson (1981). For the latter, a group leader bids the second-highest valuatio
wins the auction) in equilibrium,8 which results in the same outcome as the wea
dominant equilibrium of the second-price auction does.✷

To focus on more interesting cases, we impose the following assumption in the s

Assumption 1. There is a groupG such that 1< |G| < n.

Apart from this assumption, we do not impose any restriction on the partition stru
Naturally, different groups may contain different numbers of bidders, so the partition
be asymmetric. For instance, if there are four bidders withN = {1,2,3,4}, our model
encompasses three different possibilities: two groups of two (e.g.,{{1,2}, {3,4}}), one
group of three and one group of one (e.g.,{{1,2,3}, {4}}), two groups of one and on
group of two (e.g.,{{1}, {2}, {3,4}}), while Proposition 0 covers the two special cas
{{1,2,3,4}} and{{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}}.

3. Equilibrium characterization and revenue implications

In a second-price auction, a bidder has a weakly dominant strategy to bid his
valuation. The optimality of this strategy does not depend on the information about r

6 See Maskin and Riley (2000) for a similar assumption about tie breaking. Further, our tie-breaking r
be justified as producing a limiting equilibrium of a game in which bidders must bid in a discrete space
random tie-breaking rule is used.

7 Throughout,| · | denotes the cardinality of a set.
8 There are a continuum of payoff-relevant equilibria in which the bidder with the second highest val

bids his valuation with probability large enough for the high bidder to bid the same. In all such equilibr
bidder with the highest valuation bids the second highest valuation, yielding the same outcome.
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types. Hence, the equilibrium as well as the expected revenue does not depend
information partition. In particular, the efficient allocation arises from the second-
auction. The equilibrium for first-price auction is not as immediate, however, so we
on this auction format in the remainder.

3.1. Characterization of equilibrium in a first-price auction

In the case of a first-price auction, two features of our model make the standard ex
and characterization of equilibrium inapplicable. First, each bidder observes the
profile of valuations of his group members, so this creates a multi-dimensional
problem. Second, since we assume an arbitrary knowledge partition, the environm
generally asymmetric. Nevertheless, a pure strategy equilibrium can be shown to
Since the proof follows largely that of Reny (1999), it is omitted.9 Here, we characteriz
several properties of the equilibrium.

Proposition 1. (i) In equilibrium, a group leader bids at least a second-highest valuation
among bidders in the same group and wins against all bidders in the group.

(ii) Any equilibrium is essentially pure in the sense that each group leader adopts a pure
strategy with probability one.

(iii) Given Assumption 1, the equilibrium allocation is inefficient with positive
probability.

Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
This proposition implies that the allocation is efficient within each group in

equilibrium and that competition is effectively among group leaders. Further, the e
of the bid-shading by a group leader is limited by the second highest valuation
group. This means that a group leader facing within-group rivals with higher valua
will bid more aggressively than a group leader facing ones with lower valuations,
though the former leader has a lower valuation than the latter leader. This feature ge
an inefficient allocation, as illustrated in the following example.

Example 1. Suppose that there are four bidders in two equal-sized groups:G =
{{1,2}, {3,4}}. Suppose also that each bidder draws his valuation uniformly from[0,1].
It is then a (symmetric) equilibrium for each bidder to bid min{vi,max{2

3vi, vj }} when
his valuation isvi and that of the other bidder in the group isvj . In this equilibrium,
a group leader with valuationvi adopts an unconstrained bidB(vi ) = 2

3vi , unless it is
less than the valuation of the other bidder in his group.10 That is, a leader behaves mu

9 The proof can be found in Kim and Che (2001) (http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~yche/chekim6.pdf) and
available upon request.

10 That this is an equilibrium can be seen as follows. Whenvi � vj , bidderi chooses a bidb � vj to maximize
yG(b)(vi − b), whereyG(b) is the probability of winning against the other group of bidders following th
equilibrium strategies. It can be verified thatyG(b) = 2b min{1,3b/2} − b2. Hence,yG(b)(vi − b) is increasing
with b for b < 2vi and decreasing forb > 2vi , which implies max{ 2vi , vj } is indeed an equilibrium.
3 3 3
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as in a standard first-price auction (i.e., singleton partitions), except that he behav
a Bertrand player against his within-group rivals. Note also that the unconstraine
B(vi ) = 2

3vi , adopted by the group leader is the same as the equilibrium bid that w
be employed in a standard first-price auction game (i.e., singleton knowledge part
with only three players. Essentially, the group leader acts as if he faces no compe
from the lower valuation bidder in his group as long as2

3vi � vj . Clearly this will reduce
the competition, all else equal. On the other hand, whenever2

3vi < vj , the second highes
valuation acts as a constraint, thus raising the intensity of competition.

These equilibrium strategies are clearly seen to generate an inefficient alloc
Suppose

v1 > v3 > v4 >
2

3
v1 > max

{
2

3
v3, v2

}
,

which occurs with a positive probability. Bidders 1 and 3 are group leaders who bid2
3v1

andv4, respectively, in equilibrium. Since23v1 < v4, bidder 3 then wins the object, whic
is inefficient sincev1 > v3. As explained in the above paragraph, a lowv2 allows bidder
1 to shade more than bidder 3, who is constrained by a highv4, so the latter outbids th
former.

3.2. Revenue implications

The allocative inefficiency found above can lead to a revenue characterization,
Revenue Equivalence theorem would hold. In particular, the theorem would enable
characterize the expected revenue from an auction solely by the allocation it indu
equilibrium.

To be specific, suppose that, in an auction equilibrium, bidderi wins the good with
probabilityxi(v) and makes an expected paymentti(v), when bidders have valuations,v.
Letting

xi(vG) :=
∫

V−G

xi(vG,v−G)f−G(v−G)dv−G

and definingt i(vG) similarly, bidderi ’s expected payoff can be expressed as

πi(vG) := vixi(vG) − t i (vG). (1)

If the so-called envelope theorem holds, then we also have

πi(vG) =
vi∫

0

xi(s,vG\i )ds ∀vG. (2)

By substituting (2) into (1), we can then solve for the expected revenue, which,
integration by parts, can be rewritten as:∫ (∑

i

J (vi)xi(v)

)
fN(v)dv, (3)
V
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J (vi) := vi − 1− F(vi)

f (vi)
.

The revenue characterization in (3) would provide an easy method for comparing rev
across different auction formats, given the standard regularity condition:

Assumption 2. J (·) is strictly increasing on the interval[0,1].

In particular, given Assumption 2, an auction format inducing an efficient alloca
would yield strictly higher expected revenue than one inducing an inefficient allocati11

The key to the revenue characterization in (3) is the envelope theorem—i.e., w
(2) holds. Unfortunately, our nonstandard informational structure makes the sta
argument for the theorem inapplicable. To illustrate, letzi(b; vi,vG\i ) andτ i(b; vi,vG\i )
respectively denote bidderi ’s winning probability and expected payment in equilibriu
when he observesvG and bidsb (which may not be his equilibrium bid) and all others pl
their equilibrium strategies. The resulting payoff for bidderi can be then expressed as:

πi(b; vi,vG\i ) := zi(b; vi,vG\i )vi − τ i(b; vi,vG\i ). (4)

In equilibrium, bidderi plays his equilibrium strategybi(vG), so he must win with
probability,xi(vG) = zi(bi(vG); vG), and payt i(vG) = τ i(bi(vG); vG) and hence receiv
the payoff ofπi(vG) = xi(vG)vi − t i(vG), given profilevG of groupG valuations.

A standard argument for the envelope theorem would establish two properties:

(a) πi(b; vi,vG\i ) is absolutely continuous inv, which enables one to express it as
integral of its partial derivative with respect tov (see Theorem 1 of Milgrom and Seg
(2002), for instance); and

(b) the partial derivative, whenever it exists, equals bidderi ’s probability of winning.

These two properties do not hold in a first-price auction. In its equilibrium, biddei ’s
winning probability,zi(b; vi,vG\i ), may depend on his own valuationvi : If we raise a
bidder’s valuation, while holding his bid constant, then his winning probability would
since other bidders in the same group would adjust their strategies. The dependencezi on
vi makes the standard argument problematic, for neither (a) nor (b) may hold. To se
reconsider Example 1, in which bidderj �= i bids min{vj ,max{2

3vj , vi}}. Figure 1 shows
how bidderj ’s equilibrium bidding strategy varies with bidderi ’s valuationvi , whenj ’s
valuation remains fixed atvj .

11 Note that the bidders’ surplus is

total surplus – seller’s revenue=
∫
V

(∑
i

1− F(vi )

f (vi )
xi (v)

)
fN (v)dv.

Hence, if(1−F(·))/f (·) is strictly decreasing on the interval[0,1], then bidders receive higher expected surp
in an auction that induces an inefficient auction than in an auction that induces an efficient allocation.
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Fig. 1. The effect of an increase in bidderi ’s valuation on bidderj ’s equilibrium bid.

Givenj ’s equilibrium bidding strategy, bidderi ’s winning probability when biddingb
is

zi(b; vi,vG\i ) =
{

2b min{1,3b/2}− b2 if vi < b,

0 if vi � b.
(5)

Clearly, bidderi ’s winning probability decreases invi discontinuously, when his bid is held
constant atb. Hence, property (a) does not hold. Property (b) also becomes proble
To see this, suppose thatπi(vG) is differentiable invi (which is unclear given the possib
discontinuity). Then, the derivative will equal

∂πi(vG)

∂vi

= xi(vG) + ∂zi(b; vi,vG\i)
∂vi

∣∣∣∣
b=bi(vG)

[
vi − bi(vG)

]
. (6)

If the second term does not vanish, property (b) will not hold.
Despite these possible problems, we show below that condition (2) holds in

equilibrium of the first-price auction. The key observations are that the failure of prop
(a) and (b) is an out-of-equilibrium phenomenon and that condition (2) requires th
properties to hold only on the equilibrium path. For instance, in the above exa
wheneverzi falls discontinuously invi , we havevi = bi(vG), implying that the secon
term in (6) indeed vanishes. We present this result below.

Lemma 1 (Envelope theorem).In any equilibrium of a first-price auction,

πi(vG) =
vi∫

0

xi(s,vG\i )ds ∀vi ∈ [0,1].
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Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
Given Lemma 1, we can easily draw several revenue implications. First, recall th

allocation is efficient in a first-price auction when each bidder observes only his
signal (i.e., the singleton partition structure), whereas the allocation is inefficient
bidders have asymmetric information about their rivals’ types (i.e., the partition satis
Assumption 1). Hence, it follows immediately from (3) that, given Assumption 2,
expected revenue is lower when bidders have asymmetric knowledge about rivals’
Second, recall that the expected revenue is the same in a second-price auction
information structures and that revenue equivalence holds between the first- and s
price auctions, given the singleton partition structure (see Proposition 0). The
observation then implies that the expected revenue is lower in a first-price auction th
second-price auction, if the bidders have asymmetric information about their rivals’ t

Proposition 2. Given Assumptions 1 and 2, a first-price auction generates strictly lower
expected revenue than a second-price auction. If we further assume that (1 − F(·))/f (·)
is strictly decreasing on the interval [0,1], bidders receive greater surplus in a first-price
auction than in a second-price auction.

Several remarks are in order. First, recall that a first price auction generates the
revenue in the two extreme partition structures: full information and no information a
rivals’ types. Proposition 2 then implies that the revenue (as well as total surplus)
the first-price auction changes nonmonotonically as the bidders learn more abou
rivals: The revenue falls as bidders’ information shifts from “no information about riv
to “information about some rivals,” and it rises back to the original level as the bid
acquire full information about their rivals.

Second, even though the reduced revenue for the first-price auction can be attrib
the inefficient allocation caused by bidders’ (asymmetric) knowledge, the revenue los
not coincide with the efficiency loss. Proposition 2 informs us that, given a mild regu
condition, the revenue loss is greater than the efficiency loss, which means that the
are collectively better off from acquiring (asymmetric) knowledge of their rivals’ type

Third, our revenue result can be also interpreted in terms of the two effects disc
in Example 1. As was seen there, the knowledge of rivals’ types reduces the eff
number of competitors a group leader faces. This effect blunts competition. At the
time, the knowledge of the rivals’ types may raise the leader’s bid in a way not poss
the standard case. Our revenue result suggests that the former effect dominates t
effect, so the net effect is to reduce the competition. The same intuition suggests tha
partition structure is changed to increase the former effect (more members within a g
holding fixed the total number of bidders, then the overall competition would fall. W
this point cannot be shown generally, it is illustrated in the next example.

Example 2. Consider a first-price auction with 6 bidders, each with valuation dr
uniformly and independently from[0,1]. Consider two partition structures: two grou
of three bidders and three groups of two bidders. In the former partition, a biddi ’s
equilibrium bidding function is min{vi,max{3

4vi, vj }}, and it is min{vi,max{4
5vi, vj }} in

the latter partition, wherevj is the highest rival information in his group. Comparison
the unconstrained bidding functions,3vi and 4vi , reveals that the competition-reducti
4 5
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effect is more severe when the group size is bigger, holding fixed the total numb
bidders. This is intuitive since a group leader can afford to bid lower when he know
there are more bidders with lower valuations. Meanwhile, the bigger the group is, the
likely is vj to take a large value, thus more likely to constrain the leader’s bid. Cons
with our analytical result, the former effect turns out to dominate the latter effect:
expected revenue is 0.6998 in the former partition and 0.7067 in the latter partition.

4. Concluding remarks

We have shown that the bidders’ asymmetric knowledge about their rivals’
adversely affects the first-price auction, both in terms of allocative efficiency and exp
revenue, thus favoring the second-price auction relative to the first-price auctio
conclude by commenting on some extensions.

Correlated private values. If bidders’ valuations are correlated but private, then
revenue/efficiency ranking found in this paper still holds. In particular, the weak domin
property of the second-price auction continues to hold, and produces an efficient allo
Likewise, Proposition 1 continues to hold, so an inefficient allocation arises in
equilibrium of a first-price auction. As in the current model, this inefficiency implie
poor revenue performance of the first-price auction, relative to the second-price a
Furthermore, the well-known linkage effect reinforces the revenue dominance o
second price auction (see Milgrom (1989)).

Our model is not immediately generalizable to the affiliated/interdependent valu
case since the within-group knowledge of valuations will render allocations inefficient
in the second price auction. While the linkage effect will continue to favor the second
auction, the precise comparison remains unclear.

Costs of learning rivals’ types. In practice, the knowledge of rivals’ types may n
be freely available but may rather require a costly learning process. Costly learn
rivals’ types can reinforce the results of the current paper. To fix the idea, suppos
bidders can learn the types of his within-group rivals at some small costc > 0, while
it is prohibitively costly to learn the types of rivals outside his group. The presen
such learning cost will not change the revenue comparison. In a second-price aucti
weak dominance property implies that the bidders have no incentive to learn their
types. By contrast, bidders will have incentives to learn their (within-group) rivals’ t
in the first-price auction. Learning rivals’ types enables a bidder to refine his assess
of his rivals’ strategies and tailor his own strategy based on the refined assessments
this feature presents some modeling challenges since different types of bidders wi
differing incentives to learn their rivals’ types,12 some types of bidders will likely learn i

12 For instance, a bidder with zero valuation will never learn. Our conjecture is that, for a sufficiently sc
there exists a threshold level of valuation for each bidder such that in equilibrium that bidder learns if an
if his valuation exceeds that threshold value. Our inefficiency result will continue to hold, given this out
Further, some learning costs will be expended. This conceptual problem can be avoided, at some loss of r
one models the learning of rivals’ types as taking place before or at the same time as learning one’s own v
with the learning decision unobserved to the rivals.
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equilibrium if c is sufficiently small. Since the learning cost adds to the social costs
inferiority of a first-price auction will then persist and may even be more severe.

Within-group collusion. It is natural to suspect that the mutual knowledge of valuat
within a group may facilitate collusion among group members. This will simply m
in our framework that all bidders except for group leaders drop out of competition in
auction format. Then, competition will be simply among group leaders without any wi
group challenge. If there areK groups, then it becomes aK-bidder auction in which
groupG ∈ G leader draws his valuation from cdfF |G|. Clearly, if the group size is th
same across the groups, then efficient allocation will be attained under both forma
their revenue equivalence will be restored.13 If the group sizes are heterogeneous, t
the ensuing auctions become standard asymmetric auctions. Incidentally, Marsha
(1994) considered asymmetric auctions in which bidders’ valuations are drawn from
of the form,Fmi , for some integermi for eachi ∈ N . Interestingly, their numerical analys
reveals that a first-price auction revenue dominates the second-price auction, whenF takes
a uniform distribution. Whether this reversal of ranking holds more generally (in the
of collusion) remains an issue.

Imperfect knowledge of rivals’ types. An avenue of extension is to relax the dichotomo
nature of a bidder’s knowledge. In the current model, each bidder either knows his
type completely (if his rival is inside his group) or not at all (if his rival is outside
group). If a bidder were to obtain imperfect signals about his rivals’ types, this w
not affect the comparison in terms of allocative efficiency. These signals will affec
bidders’ strategies in a way that will disrupt efficient allocation in the first-price auc
while the weak dominance argument will continue to imply that these signals will
no impact on the bidding behavior in the second-price auction. The revenue comp
becomes nontrivial, however, since the envelope argument does not hold.14 Generalization
along this line thus awaits further research.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) Fix any bidder i ∈ G and let m(i) ∈ argmaxj∈G\i vj be
the highest valuation bidder, excluding bidderi, in the same group, and letvm(i) be
his valuation. Fix an equilibrium. Letbi(vG) and bi respectively denote an arbitra

13 It is easy to see that the revenues will be lower with this type of collusion than without the collusion.
14 The first-price auction creates a linkage effect somewhat reminiscent of the one arising in the affiliate

setting. The presence of this effect makes the overall ranking ambiguous.
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selection of bidderi ’s equilibrium bids and their infimum, given the valuation profi
vG, of groupG. Since we restrict the equilibrium strategies to be undominated, we
havebi(vG) � vi . To prove the statement, it suffices to show that, whenevervi > vm(i),
bi � vm(i) andi beats all bidders inG. Note first that bidderi must receive a strictly positiv
(expected) payoff in equilibrium (since he can bid slightly higher thanvm(i) and win with
positive probability). Ifbi < vm(i), then bidderm(i) must also earn a strictly positive payo
in equilibrium. We can show that both bidderi and bidderm(i) cannot earn strictly positiv
payoffs. For both bidders to earn positive payoffs, their infimum must coincide and
must put a mass point there. But then it pays either one of them to raise the mas
slightly, which will increase the probability of winning discontinuously while lowering
payoff conditional on winning only slightly. Hence, we have a contradiction. This imp
thatbi � vm(i) if vi > vm(i) (or else bothi andm(i) would earn strictly positive payoffs
Bidder i will also win against all other members in the group in that case, due to
tie-breaking rule.

(ii) Let bG(vG) be an arbitrary selection from the support of a groupG leader’s
(possibly mixed) equilibrium bids when the valuation profile of groupG members isvG.
Consider two valuation profilesvG and vG with vG � vG and v1

G < v1
G, where v1

G

(respectivelyv1
G) denote the groupG leader’s valuation, given profilevG (respectivelyvG).

Letting b := bG(vG) andb := bG(vG), we show thatb � b; i.e., an arbitrary selection o
equilibrium bids is nondecreasing. Sinceb � vm(i) � vm(i) by (i), we are done ifb � vm(i).
Hence, assume thatb > vm(i). This means that, given the profile ofvG, the groupG leader
could win against all of his within group rivals by biddingb, so his winning probability
would be simply that of outbidding other group leaders, denotedyG(b). Likewise, given
the profile ofvG, the groupG leader would face the winning probability ofyG(b) when
bidding b. Then, incentive compatibility requiresyG(b)[v1

G − b] � yG(b)[v1
G − b] and

yG(b)[v1
G − b] � yG(b)[v1

G − b]. Combining these two inequalities gives
(
v1

G − v1
G

)(
yG(b) − yG(b)

)
� 0. (A.1)

Suppose, to the contrary, thatb > b. Then, sinceyG(·) is nondecreasing, we must ha
yG(b) = yG(b) > 0. But this cannot hold since the groupG leader would strictly prefe
to bid b whenvG is realized. We therefore conclude that an arbitrary selection from
equilibrium strategies must be nondecreasing. Because there can be only countab
jumps in a nondecreasing and bounded correspondence, the support of the groupG leader’s
equilibrium bids is a singleton for almost everyvG.

The proof of (iii) (i.e., the inefficiency result) is omitted but available in Kim and C
(2001), http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~yche/chekim6.pdf.✷
Proof of Lemma 1. Recall that in equilibrium bidderi receives

πi(vG) = xi(vG)
[
vi − bi(vG)

]
. (A.2)

There are two cases.
Case 1 (vi � vm(i)). Note first thatπi(vG) = 0 if vi < vm(i), by Proposition 1(i). We now

prove thatπi(vG) = 0 if vi = vm(i). Suppose to the contrary that bidderi earns a strictly
positive payoff. Then, his infimum bid must be less thanvi but weakly greater than th
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infimum bid of bidderm(i). If it is strictly greater, then bidderm(i) can profitably deviate
by outbiddingi ’s infimum bid. If the infimums coincide, then both bidders must put m
points there, which yields a contradiction. Hence, bidderi cannot make a strictly positiv
payoff, which implies that bidderi makes zero payoff in that case. Since Proposition
also implies thatxi(vi,vG\i ) = 0 for anyvi < vm(i),

πi(vG) = 0 =
vi∫

0

xi(s,vG\i )ds,

for anyvi � vm(i).
Case 2 (vi > vm(i)). Let yG(b) denote the probability that bidderi outbids all bidders

outside his group when he bidsb and all outside bidders follow their equilibrium strategi
(This probability does not depend on bidderi ’s valuation since the bidders outside h
group do not observe this valuation.) Since no bidder inG other thani bids strictly greater
thanvm(i), bidderi beats all other bidders in his group by biddingvm(i) or more, given our
tie-breaking rule. Hence, bidderi will win with probability yG(b) by biddingb � vm(i);
i.e.,zi(b; vG) = yG(b) for anyb � vm(i). Furthermore, by Proposition 1(i), bidderi never
bids belowvm(i). Hence, it follows that

πi(vG) = max
b�vm(i)

zi (b; vG)[vi − b] = max
b�vm(i)

yG(b)[vi − b].

Further, if bi(vG) is an equilibrium bidding strategy, it must be a solution to the ab
constrained maximization problem and must satisfyxi(vG) = yG(bi(vG)) since, by
Proposition 1(ii),bi(vG) is unique for almost everyvG.

Observe now that a function,φ(b, vi) := yG(b)[vi − b], has a derivative,φvi (b, vi) =
yG(b), for all vi � vm(i), and that the derivative is uniformly bounded (by 1). Hen
πi(vG) is absolutely continuous invi and can be expressed as an integral ofyG(bi(vG)) =
xi(vG). The result then follows since

πi(vG) =
vi∫

vm(i)

φvi

(
bi(vG), vi

)
ds + πi(vm(i)) =

vi∫
vm(i)

xi(s,vG\i )ds + πi(vm(i))

=
vi∫

vm(i)

xi(s,vG\i )ds +
vm(i)∫
0

xi(s,vG\i )ds =
vi∫

0

xi(s,vG\i )ds,

where the first equation follows from Theorem 2 of Milgrom and Segal (2002), the se
from φvi (bi(vG), vi) = yG(bi(vG)) = xi(vG), and the third from the result in Case 1.✷
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